"12 Days of Christmas Giveaway 2018"
Competition Terms and Conditions
The Sole Promoter of “12 Days of Christmas Giveaway 2018” (the Competition) is Apprentices Trainees
Employment Ltd (ABN 27 002 369 557) of 2 Michael Drive, Wodonga VIC 3690. By entering the “12 Days of
Christmas Giveaway 2018” (the Competition), the entrant agrees that the Promoter can contact the
entrant for Marketing purposes.
1. Eligibility Requirements
“12 Days of Christmas Giveaway 2018” (the Competition) is open to all Australian residents.
Entrants must be at least 16 years old. Apprentices Trainees Employment Ltd (the Promoter) employees, past
or present, and their immediate family members, are excluded from the competition except for Apprentices and
Trainees.
This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with Google Home Smart Speaker.
2. Time Frame
Competition commences at 9.00am AEST on 10 December 2018 and will close at 5:30pm AEST on 22 December 2018.
Apprentices Trainees Employment Ltd (the Promoter) accepts no responsibility for any late, lost or misdirected
entries including SMS messages not received by the Promoter or delays in the delivery of the SMS message due to
technical disruptions, network congestion or for any other reason. SMS entries via the internet or computer
generation and not attributable to a valid mobile phone account is invalid and will not be accepted.
3. Entries
In order to successfully enter the competition, entrants must complete all sections of our online competition
form. “12 Days of Christmas Giveaway 2018” (the Competition) is a Game of Skill and the winner will be drawn at
random from all entrants who answered correctly. Only one entry per day is allowed per entrant.
Apprentices Trainees Employment Ltd (the Promoter) reserves the right to request winners to provide proof of
identity, proof of age, proof of residency at the nominated prize delivery address and/or proof of entry
validity or proof of registration ownership in order to claim a prize. Proof of identification, residency and entry
considered suitable for verification is at the discretion of the Promoter. In the event that a winner cannot
provide suitable proof, the winner will forfeit the prize in whole and no substitute will be offered.
Any entry that is made on behalf of an entrant by a third party will be invalid, unless the entrant requires the
assistance of a third party to enter due to a disability.

Apprentices Trainee Employment Ltd (the Promoter) reserves the right to disqualify any entrant who tampers
with the entry process, who submits an entry that is not in accordance with these Terms & Conditions of Entry or
who has, in the opinion of Promoter, engaged in conduct in entering the Promotion which is fraudulent,
misleading, deceptive or generally damaging to the goodwill or reputation of the Promotion and/or Promoter.
This includes, but not limited, to entrants and households using multiple email addresses, postal addresses, PO
Box addresses or SIM cards to register single or multiple purchases. Entrants are required to take full
responsibility for the content of their entry and for ensuring that their entry complies with these Conditions of
Entry.
4. Costs & Expenses
The entrants will incur no costs or expenses.
5. Disqualification
Entrants will be disqualified:
•
If they are not 16 years or older at time of prize draw
•
Not an Australian Citizen
6. Notification
The winner will be notified via their Facebook account on 07 January 2019. If the winner cannot be contacted
within one month of competition close date, a new winner will be drawn. Delivery of the prize will be arranged
between the winner and the Promoter and will be delivered to the winner within one month of winning
notification.
Apprentices Trainee Employment Ltd (the Promoter) decision is final and the Promoter will not enter into
correspondence regarding the competition result or any other decisions the Promoter makes in connection with
the Promotion.
Should an entrant’s contact details change during the promotional period, it is the entrant's responsibility to notify
the Promoter. A request to access or modify any information provided in an entry should be directed to the
Promoter.
7. Prize
The prize is “12 Days of Christmas Giveaway 2018”. There will be only one winner. The Prize cannot be
transferred, exchanged or redeemed for cash.

8. Additional Terms and Conditions
Subject to complying with all relevant State and Territory legislation, the Promoter reserves the right to amend,
cancel or suspend this competition if an event beyond the control of the Promoter corrupts or affect the
administration security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct of the competition. The Promoter will disqualify
any individual who has tampered with the entry process or any other aspect of this competition.
The Promoter and their associated agencies and companies assume no responsibility for any error, omission,
interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission of communications, line failure, theft or
destruction or unauthorised access to, or alteration of entries. The Promoter reserves the right to take any
action that may be available.
If for any reason this competition is not capable of running as planned, including due to infection by computer
virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures or any causes beyond the control of
the Promoter, which corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness or integrity or proper conduct of
this promotion, the Promoter reserves the right in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual who tampers
with the entry process, take any action that may be available, and to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the
competition, subject to any direction given under State Regulation.

